Sex Crimes Appeal—Six Ethical Principles for the 21st Century
Sex Work

Sex Crimes

A rapeyll that masturbation is a legitimate expression of self love, discusses shared masturbation and how it can enhance sex with a partner, and explains how men and women can become more in tune with their bodies.

Sex Appeal—Six Ethical Principles for the 21st Century

NATIONAL BESTSELLER NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The iconic author of the bestselling phenomenon Crazy Rich Asians returns with a glinting tale of love and longing as a young woman finds herself torn between two worlds—the W.A.S.P establishment of her father's family and George Zao, a man she desperately trying to avoid falling in love with. On her very first morning on the jewel-like island of Capri, Lucie Churchill sets eyes on George Zao and she can't stand to be next to him. She can't stand it when he gallantly offers to trade hotel rooms with her so she can have the view of the Tyrrhenian Sea. She can't stand that he knows more about Curzio Malaparte than she does, and she really can't stand it when he kisses her in the darkness of the ancient ruins of a Roman villa and they are caught by the snobbish, disapproving cousin, Charlotte. "If our mother is Chinese so it's no surprise you'd be attracted to someone like him," Charlotte teases. Daughter of an American-born Chinese mother and blue-blooded New York father, Lucie has always sublimated the Asian side of herself in favor of the white side, and she adamantly refuses to have feelings for George. But several years later, when George unexpectedly appears in East Hampton where Lucie is weekendng with her new fiancé, Lucie finds herself drawn to George again. Soon, Lucy is spinning on a web of deceit that involves her family, her fiancé, the co-op board of her Fifth Avenue apartment, and ultimately herself as she tries mightily to deny George entry into her world—and her heart. Moving between summer playgrounds of privilege, peppered with decadent food and extravagant fashion, Sex and Vanity is a truly modern love story, a daring homage to A Room with a View, and a brilliantly funny comedy of manners set between two cultures.

Sex Work

An updated version of the guide first published in 1972 features updated text and illustrations and covers such topics as sexually transmitted diseases and achieving healthy intimacy.

I Heart Sex Workers

As some activists have turned to regulation rather than education in the effort to curb the AIDS epidemic, the public culture at the foundation of queer culture has come under attack.

The Moral Sex

Subulian Sexscapes brings together a collection of theoretically-informed and empirically rich case studies from internationally renowned and emerging scholars highlighting the contemporary and historical geographies and regulation of the commercial sex industry. Contributions in this edited volume examine the spatial and regulatory dynamics of the sex industry from a range of disciplinary perspectives—urban planning, urban geography, urban sociology, and cultural and media studies—and geographical contexts—Australia, the UK, US and North Africa. In overall terms, Suburban Sexscapes highlights the mainstreaming of commercial sex premises—sex shops, brothels, strip clubs and queer clubs, erotic literature and pornography—now being commonplace in night-time economy spaces, the high street, suburban shopping centres and the home. In addition, the aesthetics of commercial and alternative sexual practices—BDSM and pornography—permeate the suburban landscape via billboards, newspapers and magazines, television, music videos and the Internet. The role of sex, sexuality and commercial sex, in contributing to the general character of our cities cannot be ignored. In short, there is a need for policy-makers to be realistic about the history and the future presence of the sex industry. Ultimately, the regulation of the sex industry should be informed by evidence as opposed to moral panic. *** Winner of the Planning Institute of Australia (WA) 2015 Award for Excellence in Cutting Edge Research and Teaching ***

Sex, Color, and Mate Choice in Guppies

Filmcritics verklokt aan Sony Pictures en SK Global Als Lucie Churchill op de eerste ochtend van haar vakantie op het eiland Capri oog in oog komt te staan met George Zao, weet ze onmiddellijk dat ze een hekel aan hem heeft. Ze wil dat hij van zijn geantte aanbod om van hotelkamer te wisselen zonder zo te kijken op de Tyrrhenese zee, ze hoeft het dat hij meer over kundig weet dan zij en ze kan het hetzelfde niet uiten dat hij haar heeft gese nomen in een Romeinse ruïne. Als dochter van een in Amerika geboren Chinese moeder en een New Yorkse vader met blauw bloed, is Lucie altijd van plan geweest een westerse man te trouwen. Er zit niets anders op dan George af te wijzen. Maar als ze hem later weer tegen het lijf loopt — nota bene tijdens een weekendje weg met haar verloofde — is hun aantrekkelijkheid nog niet zo sterk. Hoewel kan ze hem de begeerte tot haar wereld zo hard ontjemen? In de pen "Sex & Vanity" scoort hoog op alle fronten: een onervaren, tonguetje met mooi haar, een goedheiligd bruidseinde, een hartveroveraar en een eenzame tuinman. De Guardian "Brandsch, speels en hilarisch, Kwan schrijft een heel helder en vloeiend roman over de overblijfselen van Nederlandse jeugd en liefde. "Alleen Kwan kan onweerstaanbare humor en verrukkelijke personages zo soepel combineren met een satire op sibiloosheid en racisme. Chapeau." Kurkis Reviews

Gender-Biased Sex Selection in South Korea, India and Vietnam

Brain Sex

Does gender, sex and sexuality influence children's play, and their learning? Can/should professionals try to influence children's gender and sexual identities? Can/should professionals try to prevent gender stereotypes? These and other questions are explored in a lively and thought-provoking text that looks at why and how children inhabit or develop their gender and sexuality. Written in an approachable way and illustrated with case studies and linked to current research and theory, the book helps students, teachers and playwrights understand the debates about biology versus culture and social learning and how these impacts on children's expression of gender and sexuality. Engaging the reader in a thorough reflection of their own views and approaches to the genderized and sexualized behavior of children at play, this text is an invaluable guide for all those interested in the importance of play, gender and sexuality and how they relate to children's lives. Topics include play and the behaviour of boys and girls within particular social contexts; play and girls' and boys' sexual behaviour and their associated feelings; play and children's self-concepts and expectations; the professional adult workers' role and the manifestation of genderized and/or sexualized play behaviour both in and outside a setting.

Sex Trafficking

What do you do if you want a marriage that doesn't just survive, but thrives? That doesn't just begin romantically but ends magnificently? A no-nonsense guide to getting it right the first time and again. Even relationships you thought werebulletproof don't last—or maybe worse—fade away to a cold, gray lovelessness. It's no wonder that for today's generation, "getting what you want" is often a substitute for love, and disillusionment about marriage is the new normal. But you can have a long-term, love-blessed marriage. Whether you're still single or are about to be wed, or have been married for a while and want to make changes, Love, Sex & Happily Ever After delivers an infusion of hope. Author Craig Groeschel clearly and honestly lays out the choices and commitments you can make now to change
the way you think and act—to build the relationship you want for the rest of your life. With an invigorating mix of personal story, practical guidance, and biblical truth, he invites you into a candid conversation about first dates, sex, communication, integrity, forgiveness, and commitment. Along the way, he shows you how to build a soul-enriching, God-honoring relationship with the one you love…and believe together again in your very own "happily ever after." Previously released as Going All the Way

**Sex on the Brain**

A candid guide offers information on foreplay, orgasm, contraception choices, sexually transmitted diseases, sex aids, and monogamy.

**The Sex Sector**

This book includes case studies from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand, showing prostitution’s well-organized and highly diversified economic bases, and explaining why it is difficult for policymakers and legislators to define a clear legal stance on adult prostitution, or to implement effective social programs.

**The Sex and Marriages in England 1500-1800**

This book provides an in-depth analysis of the influence of public policy on sex selection. Three Asian countries were chosen for the research based on the education.

**The Joy of Sex**

Sex and Sexuality in Modern Screen Remakes examines how sexiness, sexuality and revisited sexual politics are used to modernize film and TV remakes. This exploration provides insight into the ever-evolving—and ever-contested—role of sex in society, and scrutinizes the politics and economics underpinning modern media reproduction. More nudity, kinky sex, and queer content are increasingly deployed in remakes to attract, and to titillate, a new generation of viewers. While sex in this book refers to increased erotic content, this discussion also incorporates an investigation of other uses of sex and gender to help a remake appear awake and abreast of the zeitgeist including feminist reimaginings and "girl power" make-overs, updated gender roles, female cast-swaps, queer retellings, and repositioned gazes. Though increased sex is often considered a sign of modernity, gratuitous displays of female nudity can sometimes be interpreted as sexist and anachronistic, in turn highlighting that progression across narratives of masculinity in contemporary media is not a linear story. It also examines therefore, are remakes that reduce the sexual content to appear cutting-edge and cognizant of the demands of today’s audiences.

**Sex and the Season**

Guiding the reader through the development of sex education in Poland, Agnieszka Kościńska looks at how it has changed from the 19th century to the present day. The book compares how sex was described in school textbooks, including those scrapped by the communists for fear of offending religious sentiments, and explores how the Catholic church retained its power in Poland under various regimes. The book also elaborates upon each of these principles, asserting that sex can be fun, safe, and life-enhancing if approached in the right spirit and with knowledge, are so many Americans so uncertain about what constitutes ethical sexual behavior? Sex Appeal is neither a moralistic screed nor a self-indulgent guide to sexual utopia. Instead, it charts a thoughtful course between extremes to present six ethical principles for sexual attraction, and to titillate, a new generation of viewers. While sex in this book refers to increased erotic content, this discussion also incorporates an investigation of other uses of sex and gender to help a remake appear awake and abreast of the zeitgeist including feminist reimaginings and "girl power" make-overs, updated gender roles, female cast-swaps, queer retellings, and repositioned gazes. Though increased sex is often considered a sign of modernity, gratuitous displays of female nudity can sometimes be interpreted as sexist and anachronistic, in turn highlighting that progression across narratives of masculinity in contemporary media is not a linear story. It also examines therefore, are remakes that reduce the sexual content to appear cutting-edge and cognizant of the demands of today’s audiences.

**Regulating Sex for Sale**

This book describes the sexual behavior of guppies and examines how mate choice by females leads to the evolution of the conspicuous colors and the courtship displays for which guppies are widely recognized. The author shows that female guppies prefer males with bright color patterns, especially those with orange spots, and that the mating preferences of females lead to sexual selection on both color patterns and courtship displays of males.

**Dating and Sex**

Regulating sex for sale provides a detailed analysis and critical reflection on the processes, assumptions and contradictions shaping the UK’s emerging prostitution policy. It examines the total package of reforms and proposals that have been introduced in this area since May 2000.

**(Sub)Urban Sexscapes**

Sex and Violence examines the history and social dynamics of film censorship in the United States. It examines censorship controversies throughout the book: from the beginning of cinema in the 1890s to the present. The book focuses both on formal censorship systems, including state and local censorship boards and industry self-regulation efforts, to unofficial censorship rendered by pressure groups and powerful social movements. It also examines the use of sex and violence in movies and the effects of movie censorship on those issues. Finally, it analyzes and makes recommendations for dramatic changes in motion picture ratings.

**Gender, Sex and Children’s Play**

This book describes the sexual behavior of guppies and examines how mate choice by females leads to the evolution of the conspicuous colors and the courtship displays for which guppies are widely recognized. The author shows that female guppies prefer males with bright color patterns, especially those with orange spots, and that the mating preferences of females lead to sexual selection on both color patterns and courtship displays of males.

**The Evolution of Sex Determination**

Travel back in time with Sex and the Season, a "flawlessly written" (Girly Girl Book Reviews) historical romance series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Helen Hardt. Follow Lily, a feisty artist; Rose, a soft spoken pianist; Alexandra, a hot-headed writer; and Sophie, an introvert with the voice of an angel, as they expose secrets, thwart villains, and find true love in Victorian England. And not their heroes. From a reluctant duke to a brilliant stage actor, these men are strong, dominant, and willing to go to the distance for their women.

**The Evolution of Sex**

An epidemic of sexually transmitted infections and sexual violence is upon us. Political interests are overriding sexual freedom in the name of morality. Marriages are just as likely to fail as they are to succeed. Why, in a time of unprecedented personal liberties and medical knowledge, are so many Americans so uncertain about what constitutes ethical sexual behavior?

Sex Appeal elaborates upon each of these principles, asserting that sex can be fun, safe, and life-enhancing if approached in the right spirit and with the information necessary to make wise sexual choices. Providing clear guidelines for individuals seeking answers to their own personal questions about sex, the book also connects these questions to larger issues, such as how we as a society can reduce levels of sexual harm and sexually-transmitted infections, and how everyday individual choices can support this effort. Persuasive and eminently readable, Sex Appeal offers a welcome dose of clarity and common sense to today's most pressing sexual issues.

**Sex and Vanity**

An epidemic of sexually transmitted infections and sexual violence is upon us. Political interests are overriding sexual freedom in the name of morality. Marriages are just as likely to fail as they are to succeed. Why, in a time of unprecedented personal liberties and medical knowledge, are so many Americans so uncertain about what constitutes ethical sexual behavior?

Sex Appeal elaborates upon each of these principles, asserting that sex can be fun, safe, and life-enhancing if approached in the right spirit and with the information necessary to make wise sexual choices. Providing clear guidelines for individuals seeking answers to their own personal questions about sex, the book also connects these questions to larger issues, such as how we as a society can reduce levels of sexual harm and sexually-transmitted infections, and how everyday individual choices can support this effort. Persuasive and eminently readable, Sex Appeal offers a welcome dose of clarity and common sense to today's most pressing sexual issues.

**Sex and Sexuality in Modern Screen Remakes**

This book describes the sexual behavior of guppies and examines how mate choice by females leads to the evolution of the conspicuous colors and the courtship displays for which guppies are widely recognized. The author shows that female guppies prefer males with bright color patterns, especially those with orange spots, and that the mating preferences of females lead to sexual selection on both color patterns and courtship displays of males.

**Sex and Violence**

An epidemic of sexually transmitted infections and sexual violence is upon us. Political interests are overriding sexual freedom in the name of morality. Marriages are just as likely to fail as they are to succeed. Why, in a time of unprecedented personal liberties and medical knowledge, are so many Americans so uncertain about what constitutes ethical sexual behavior? Sex Appeal is neither a moralistic screed nor a self-indulgent guide to sexual utopia. Instead, it charts a thoughtful course between extremes to present six ethical principles for sexual attraction, and to titillate, a new generation of viewers. While sex in this book refers to increased erotic content, this discussion also incorporates an investigation of other uses of sex and gender to help a remake appear awake and abreast of the zeitgeist including feminist reimaginings and "girl power" make-overs, updated gender roles, female cast-swaps, queer retellings, and repositioned gazes. Though increased sex is often considered a sign of modernity, gratuitous displays of female nudity can sometimes be interpreted as sexist and anachronistic, in turn highlighting that progression across narratives of masculinity in contemporary media is not a linear story. It also examines therefore, are remakes that reduce the sexual content to appear cutting-edge and cognizant of the demands of today’s audiences.

**Sex and Sexuality in Modern Screen Remakes**

This book describes the sexual behavior of guppies and examines how mate choice by females leads to the evolution of the conspicuous colors and the courtship displays for which guppies are widely recognized. The author shows that female guppies prefer males with bright color patterns, especially those with orange spots, and that the mating preferences of females lead to sexual selection on both color patterns and courtship displays of males.

**Sex and Violence**

An epidemic of sexually transmitted infections and sexual violence is upon us. Political interests are overriding sexual freedom in the name of morality. Marriages are just as likely to fail as they are to succeed. Why, in a time of unprecedented personal liberties and medical knowledge, are so many Americans so uncertain about what constitutes ethical sexual behavior? Sex Appeal is neither a moralistic screed nor a self-indulgent guide to sexual utopia. Instead, it charts a thoughtful course between extremes to present six ethical principles for sexual health and happiness: do no harm, celebrate sex, be careful, know yourself, speak up and speak out, and throw no stones. Sex Appeal elaborates upon each of these principles, asserting that sex can be fun, safe, and life-enhancing if approached in the right spirit and with the information necessary to make wise sexual choices. Providing clear guidelines for individuals seeking answers to their own personal questions about sex, the book also connects these questions to larger issues, such as how we as a society can reduce levels of sexual harm and sexually-transmitted infections, and how everyday individual choices can support this effort. Persuasive and eminently readable, Sex Appeal offers a welcome dose of clarity and common sense to today's most pressing sexual issues.

**Sex and Vanity**

Guiding the reader through the development of sex education in Poland, Agnieszka Kościńska looks at how it has changed from the 19th century to the present day. The book compares how sex was described in school textbooks, including those scrapped by the communists for fear of offending religious sentiments, and explores how the Catholic church retained its power in Poland under various regimes. The book also identifies the women and men who changed the way sex was written about in the country, and how they established the field of Polish sex education.

**The Engagement**

This book provides an in-depth analysis of the influence of public policy on sex selection. Three Asian countries were chosen for the comparative policy analysis, namely South Korea, India and Vietnem that share in common a historical legacy of son preference, high levels of sex imbalances and active policy response to curtting the growing demographic masculinization of their nations. The research based on the data collected from field work in the three countries shows that despite the adoption of very similar anti-sex selection policies the
outcomes have been markedly different for each of the three countries. These unexpected diverse outcomes are explained partly by their different historical and cultural contexts, and partly to the different social, political and economic institutions and dynamics. This monograph offers careful and detailed explanations of both within and across country diversities in policy outcomes, pointing to the importance and the limits of cross-national policy learning and adoption, and raising questions about the efficacy of international organizations’ current approaches to global policy and knowledge transfer.

**Modern Sex Magic**

Paying for sex - engaging in "the oldest profession" - is everywhere, even in your church. The factors leading individuals into sex work are as varied as hair colors, yet sex workers are viewed as powerless individuals who must be rescued. I Heart Sex Workers offers another perspective, one where the characters defy stereotypes and solutions are hard to find. A great friend and supporter, Lise Scholl firmly believes the Christian response to sex work should be one of building agency for women, through education, through fighting injustice, by listening to the voices of sex workers. I Heart Sex Workers examines the forces leading individuals into prostitution, whether through coercion, choice, or circumstance. And it provides a Christian response, answering the question, "Are you my neighbor?" How do we respond to woman trading sex for a place to live tonight when she asks, "Where will I sleep?" This book discusses these issues and many more.

**Sex & Vanity**

At the end of 2006, there were 28.4 million slaves in the world, 1.2 million of whom were women and children abducted, deceived, or sold into forced prostitution. Karla quantifies the growth and profitability of sex trafficking, shares the stories of victims, and reveals the shocking conditions of their exploitation.

**To See A Moose**

Sex work has always attracted policy, public and prurient interest. Currently, legal frameworks in developed countries range from prohibition, through partial legalization to active regulation. Globalization has increased women’s mobility between developing and developed countries at the same time as women’s employment opportunities in the developed world are shifting. Family and intimate relationships are being transformed by changing demographics, shifting social norms and new intersections between intimate lives and global markets. Sex work is located at the nexus of new intimacies, shifting employment patterns and changing global mobilities. This volume examines the working lives of contemporary sex workers; their practices, their labour market conditions and their engagement with domestic and international regulatory frameworks. It locates the voices and experiences of workers in Melbourne, Australia, at the centre of the sexual services industry as they reflect on brothels and independent escort work, on working conditions and managers, and on the relationships they form with clients. It offers a new account of sex work where women’s labour and mobility is understood as central in local and global imperatives to offer sexual services. It examines how these new imperatives intersect with, challenge and exceed existing regulatory frameworks for sex work. Sex work: labour, mobility and sexual services draws together the everyday practices of sex workers and the broader global markets in which they operate. In bringing together these two important intersecting areas, it offers a grounded and innovative account of sex work which will be of interest to academics and policy makers concerned with sex work, gender studies and the sociology of labour.

**Handbook of Sex Trafficking**

**Sex and the Season Anthology**

A comprehensive survey of sex offenders and sexual offenses. This succinct and highly accessible text provides a comprehensive overview of a wide range of sexual behaviors and sex crimes, thoroughly addressing criminal actions from "nuisance" sex crimes, such as voyeurism and exhibitionism, to those with more extreme, including rape, sex crimes against children, lust and sexual murders, and more. Including unique and engaging case studies and first-person accounts from sex offenders, this volume provides an up-to-date guide to sex crimes. It covers a wide range of sexual behaviors and sex crimes, thoroughly addressing the most common sex crimes, such as sexual assault, child abuse, and prostitution. The book also provides a comprehensive overview of the legal and social implications of sex crimes, including the impact of these crimes on victims, the role of law enforcement, and the role of society in preventing and addressing sex crimes. This book is an essential resource for students and researchers in law enforcement, criminology, and criminal justice.

**Sex & Violence**

Sexual reproduction is a fundamental aspect of life. It is defined by the occurrence of meiosis and the fusion of two gametes of different sexes or mating types. Sex determination mechanisms are responsible for sex determination in a wide range of species. In many cases, sex determination is genetic: males and females have different alleles or different genes that specify their sexual morphology. In animals, this is often accompanied by chromosomal differences. In other cases, sex may be determined by environmental (e.g. temperature) or social variables (e.g. the size of an organism relative to other members of its population). Surprisingly, sex determination mechanisms are not evolutionarily conserved but are bewilderingly diverse and appear to have had rapid turnover rates during evolution. Evolutionary biologists continue to seek a solution to this conundrum. What drives the surprising dynamics of such a fundamental process that always leads to the same outcome: two sex types, male and female? The answer is complex but the ongoing genomic revolution has already greatly increased our knowledge of sex determination systems and sex chromosomes in recent years. This novel book presents and synthesizes our current understanding, and clearly shows that sex-determination evolution will remain a dynamic field of future research. The Evolution of Sex Determination is an advanced, research level text suitable for graduate students and researchers in genetics, developmental biology, and evolution.

**Modern Sex Magick**

This definitive reference assembles the current knowledge base on the scope and phenomena of sex trafficking as well as best practices for treatment. This book's comprehensive framework reflects a profound understanding of the entrenched sexual inequalities and ongoing world events that fuel trafficking, including in its lesser-known forms. Empirically sound insights shed salient light on who buyers and traffickers are, why some survivors become victimizers, and the experiences of victim subpopulations (men, boys, refugees, sexual minorities), as well as emerging trends in prevention and protection, resilience and rehabilitation. These powerful dispatches also challenge readers to consider complex questions found at the intersections of gender, race, socioeconomic status, and politics. A sampling of topics in the Handbook: - An organizational systems view of sex trafficking. - Vulnerability factors when women and girls are trafficked. - Men, boys, and LBTQ+ invisible victims of human trafficking. - Orgasmic crime, gang, and trafficking. - Human trafficking prevention and efforts for kids (NEST). - Treating victims of human trafficking: core therapeutic tasks. - From Trafficked to Safe House (C-SAFE). The Handbook of Sex Trafficking will interest a wide professional audience, particularly mental health workers, legal professionals, and researchers in these and related fields. Public health and law enforcement professionals will also find it an important resource.

**Sex Matters**

Examines how sex trafficking has been mobilized within anti-trafficking policies across the globe. This book also examines the dominant international framework, drawing upon a diverse set of case studies: Austria, Serbia and Thailand.

**Sex Trafficking**

Why sex matters. Among human and nonhuman animals, the prevalence and intensity of infection typically is higher in males than females and may reflect differences in exposure as well as susceptibility to pathogens. Elevated immunity among females is a double-edged sword in which it is beneficial against infectious diseases but is detrimental in terms of increased development of autoimmune diseases. The present book
critically reviews the evolutionary origin and the functional mechanisms responsible for sexual dimorphism in response to infection. It emphasizes the role of hormones in both males and females to improve our understanding about host-pathogen interactions in both sexes. The contributors are experts in their specific disciplines which range from microbiology and immunology to genetics, pathology, and evolutionary biology. The book aims at bringing insight to the treatment and management of infectious diseases; it delineates areas where knowledge is lacking and highlights future avenues of research.

Buckell, F. 2006. 

Chapter 3.0: This is What I Really Want to Know Inside This Book. Dating and Sex is an awesome, easy-to-read, funny, and insightful book that is chock-full of information and advice to help you get ready for the world of dating, relationships, and sex. This book is your how-to guide to become a responsible and mature relational and sexual being. And then, you'll be ready for just about everything. Book jacket.

Sex for One

Focuses on the biological and physiological differences between the male and female brain.

Young People's Views on Sex Education

This is one of the first books to clearly reveal the secrets of Western sex magic without relying on Tantric theory. It explores the latest scientific discoveries in the field of human sexuality. 55 line illustrations.

Adolescents Selling Sex and Sex as Self-Injury

In this account, Professor Maryam Smith considers the question of why organisms reproduce sexually and considers the selective forces responsible.

Sex Hormones and Immunity to Infection

Based on observation of sex education programmes and in-depth interviews with young people, the authors aim to understand more about adolescents' attitudes to sexuality and their sexual behaviour in order to develop policies which will meet their needs more appropriately and effectively. Issues covered in this interesting and accessible book include the ways adolescent informal culture affects sex education programmes and practice; the impact of gender inequality on sex education and safe sex behaviours; legislation and policy frameworks which affect sex education policies; the way young people see legislation and evaluate sex education programmes; and the impact health professionals can have in school sex education. The authors contend that the insights into the values and views that young people bring to bear on the sex education they receive should have an important role to play in the development of policy and practice of those involved in sex education work.

Policing Public Sex

There are today only a few population-based studies in the world investigating the prevalence of and associated risk-factors with adolescents selling sex and so far no explicit population-based study has been found investigating adolescents motives for selling sex. Further, to see sex in means of self-injury (SAI) is a behaviour that has been highlighted in Sweden the last years but it is a new field of research and a behaviour in need of conceptualization. The aim of this thesis was to investigate the prevalence of associated risk factors with motives for and manifestations of adolescents selling sex and the use of self-injury (SAI). For the thesis, two nationally representative cross-sectional population surveys with third year students at Swedish high schools were collected in 2009 (n = 3498, mean age 18.3 +/- 0.6 years, response rate 60.4%) and in 2014 (n = 5389, mean age 18.0 +/- 0.6 years, response rate 59.7%). Further, the motives and manifestations of adolescents selling sex and SAI were investigated in an anonymous self-selected, extended questionnaire published on websites of non-governmental organizations offering help and support to women and adolescents (n = 199, mean age 27.9 +/- 9.3 years). Quantitative and qualitative methods were used for data analyses. In the 2009 population-based survey, 1.5% (n = 51) of the adolescents reported having sold sex on at least one occasion, but in 2014 the prevalence was slightly lower at 0.9% (n = 51). SAI was reported by 3.2% of girls (n = 100) and 0.8% of boys (n = 20). Both selling sex and SAI were associated with various adverse factors such as experience of sexual abuse, emotional and physical abuse, poor mental health and self-injury. Adolescents selling sex had sought help and support for different problems and worries to a greater extent compared to peers. Contact with healthcare for various psychiatric problems such as suicide attempts, depression and eating disorders was common for adolescents using SAI. Further analysis showed that adolescents selling sex are a heterogeneous group in regard to underlying motives for selling sex, which included emotional and material reasons as well as pleasure. Depending on their underlying motives, adolescents selling sex were found to differ in regard to compensation received age of the buyer, means of contact with the buyer, sexual orientation, experience of sexual abuse and the use of SAI. By using data from an open-ended questionnaire, SAI was described as deliberate or self-inflicted sexual situations that could include psychological and physical harm. SAI was used as a way to regulate negative feelings, such as anxiety; or to get positive or negative confirmation and the behaviour could be hard to stop. In conclusion, selling sex and SAI occurs among Swedish adolescents and the behaviours are associated with sexual, physical and emotional abuse and poor mental health, including trauma symptoms. In regard of the motives and manifestations of SAI, the behaviour could be compared to direct self-injurious behaviours. Data from this thesis suggest that more attention should be paid in healthcare to recognizing adolescents selling sex and SAI in order to prevent further traumatization and victimization.

Sex in Education

The riveting story of the conflict over same-sex marriage in the United States—the most significant civil rights breakthrough of the new millennium. On June 26, 2015, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that state bans on gay marriage were unconstitutional, making same-sex unions legal across the United States. But the road to that momentous decision was much longer than many know. In this definitive account, Sasha Issenberg vividly guides us through same-sex marriage’s unexpected path from the unimaginable to the inevitable. It is a story that begins in Hawaii in 1990, when a rivalry among local activists triggered a sequence of events that forced the state to justify excluding gay couples from marriage. In the White House, one president signed the Defense of Marriage Act, which elevated the matter to a national issue, and his successor tried to write it into the Constitution. Over twenty-five years, the debate played out across the country, from the first legal challenges to the epic face-off over Searlents’ Prohibition 8 and, finally, to the landmark Supreme Court decisions of United States v. Windsor and Obergefell v. Hodges. From churches to hedge funds, no corner of American life went untouched.

This richly detailed narrative follows the coast-to-coast conflict through courtrooms and war rooms, bedrooms and boardrooms, to shed light on every aspect of a political and legal controversy that divided Americans like no other. Following a cast of characters that includes those who sought their own right to wed, those who fought to protect the traditional definition of marriage, and those who changed their minds about it. The Engagement is certain to become a seminal book on the modern culture wars.

Global Sex

Global Sex is the first major work to take on the globalization of sexuality, examining the ways in which desire and pleasure— as well as ideas about gender, political power, and public health— are framed, shaped, or commodified by a global economy in which more and more cultures move into ever-closer contact.

Love, Sex, and Happily Ever After

This book deals with a question that currently has a great deal of resonance among historians, feminists, and literary scholars: How was the nature of women redefined and debated during the French Enlightenment? Instead of treating the Enlightenment in the usual manner, as a challenge to orthodox ideas and social conventions, Lieselotte Steinbrügge interprets it as a deviation from a position staked out in the seventeenth century, namely, “the mind has no sex.” In breaking with that view, the philosophes shifted the debate to categories like morality and sensibility and took up economic issues as well. They inadvertently backed women into the corner of domesticity, where middle-class women remained for some time to come.